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ABSTRACT
The preliminary design of an engine which satisfies the requirements of a quiet,
clean, general aviation turbofan (QCGAT) engine is described in this report. Also an
experimental program to demonstrate performance is suggested. During the
experimental program, an engine based on T700-GE-700 engine core, will be
designed, built, and tested at General Electric facilities. The engine would then
be shipped to the Lewis Research Center of the NASA for their evaluation.
The T700 QCGAT engine preliminary design indicates that it will radiate noise
at the same level as an aircraft without engine noise, have exhaust emissions
within the EPA 1981 Standards, have lower fuel consumption than is now avail-
able in comparable size engines, and have sufficient life for five years between
overhauls.
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This report summarizes the work done under, NASA contract NAS 3 19429,
Quiet Clean General Aviation Turbofan (QCGAT). The work was performed
according to the schedule shown in Figure 1. Task I examined -election of current
turbofan technology for application to general aviation small turbofans using the
T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine as a core. Task II included the preliminary design
of a flight engine suitable for general aviation aircraft. Task III was the prepara-
tion of an experimental program to demonstrate operation of the turbofan engine in
General Electric engine ' ^;st. facilities.
Individual oral presentations, summarizing results were made to' NASA at the
Lewis Research Center at the completion of each of the three tasks. This report
documents results of the entire program.
The engine described offers small general aviation aircraft a quiet, low emission,
long life, high flight-speed power plant with much lower fuel consumption than is
presently available. It utilizes the latest small military helicopter core engine
technology with a fan and reduction gear based on the NASA experimental Quiet
Clean Short-Haul, Experimental Engine (Q(-',SEE) engine. By the time this small
Quiet Clean General Aviation Turbofan (QCGAT) engine goes into service, to 1952,
there will be a military base of 1600 T700- GE-700 engines produced and in service,
with a total anticipated production in excess of 4700 units,
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To satisfy the requirements of representative turbine-powered general aviation
aircraft, General "Electric  selected a high by-pass ratio (10 to 1) turbofan engine
using the T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine as a core. The T700-GE-700 engine is
an advanced technology turboshaft engine designed for advanced helicopter applica-
tions. It is rated at 1145 kry
 (1536 slip) and, by its selection in advanced systems
such as the utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System (UTTAS) and the Advanced
Attack helicopter (AAH), is regarded as the current standard for advanced
helicopter, propulsion systems.
The T700-GE-701 engine employs turbine, temperatures and other technology
comparable to that of current large high by-pass engines. It has other character-
lstics, such as relatively high-pressure rat+,o, simplicity, compactness, and
inaintainab,ilty which make it attractive for use in a small turbofan ergine.
Furthermore, the T700-GE-700 engine cycle Pond combustor are compatible with
loN y emissions. The size of the fan engine that results from this selection is in
the 11. 12 kN (2500-pound) thrust class, the lower portion of the thrust range of
current business jet engines.
The by-pass 10-oycle was selected to favor low energy consumption and noise. The
fan was sized and the engine rated such that a reasonable level of climb and cruise
thrust can be achieved, making the engine suitable for a variety of aircraft types.
Compared to current, business jet turbofans, the engrine is higher in by-pass ratio
and lower in fan pressure ratio. The large improvement in specific fuel consump-
tion over current engines will allow a substantial improvement in aircraft capability
for a given size aircraft.
The selected fan is a scaled version of the QCSEE fixed pitch design, which will
make data obtained in the QCSEE program useful for the QCGAT program. It is
planned to scale the aerodynamic design directly and to change the mechanical
design, including the gearing, only as appropriate to the small size of the T700-
GE-700 engine turbofan. The T700-GE-700 engine low-pressure turbine can lac
used with only small modifications to the airfoils. The fan supercharges the
T700-GE-700 engine core, but the QCGAT engine observes the design limitations
of the T700-GE-7oo engine and requires no structural changes. Figure 2 shows
the T700 QCGAT engine. It has a new compact, low frontal area accessory gearbox,
but only minor changes are required to accessories and fuel control to adapt them
to turbofan operation. Composite materials are selected for several fan











































































The engine cycle and fan mechanical design have been selected to favor low noise
levels, and noise suppression treatment is included in the fan casing. In a4dition,
a typical nacelle conAgurstion is prt;sen" ,-. which also includes noise suppression
treatment. The total effect is to emit on ,ne noas °r at revels which are very close
to those of the representative aircraft alone (without the engine). This low noise
level, which is about 20 dB below the current FAR 36-1969 noise rules, can be
achieved by an engine design which has;
1. A fan with at least twice as many outlet guide vanes (OGV) as rotor blades.
2. A fan with at least two-chord spacing between rotor blades and OGV.
3. Low fan pressure ratio and tip speed.
4. High by-pass ratio and low core exhaust velocities.
f, . Acoustic treatment.
Also low engine theist required on approach is boneficitil.
Figures 3 through ^ show current Aircraft-radiated noise on takeoff, sideline, and
approach. Shown ", 'too are figures of merit such as the FAR 36 noise rules and
the estimated aircraft miss only. The radiated noise target for the T700 QCGAT
engine is to equal or better the ft.ircraft noise only. The figures indicate that the
engine, when acoustically treated, will practically achieve that goal.
'rhe combustion system employed in the QCGAT engine is a compact, annular
configuration using air-atomizing fuel injectors in counterrotating swirlcup
assemblies. A similar combustion system is employed in the TF34 -GE-100
engine. Combustion system emissions levels predicted for the QCGAT engine
cycle are based on engine emissions measurements from the GE12 engine (T700-
GE-700 demonstrator), and the TF34 -GE-100 engine, with refinements to com-
pensate for the QCGAT engine cycle based on correlation equations similar to
those developed for the NASA Clean Combustor Program.
Rased on these analyses, the QCGAT engine will meet the 1981 EPA standards for
Class T1 engines on NOx and unburned hydrocarbons. Reduction of emissions of
carbon monoxide from the T700-GE-700 engine combustion system, however,
will be required at Idle conditions. Significant reductions in CO emissions by
sector burning at Idle power have been estimated from data obtained using the
techniques developed on the CF6 and F101 emissions reduction programs. A
47% reduction in CO emissions, and an 87% reduction in CxH y
 emissions are
predicted, by using sector burning. The QCGAT engine will, therefore, have
exhaust emissions well below the 1981 EPA standards.
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Figure 4. QCGAT Flight Noise Comparisons at Sideline.
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4Table 1 is a breakdown of emissions for the various segments of the EPA class T1
Standards cycle. It shows the importance of the Idle segment of the cycle where
sector burning makes a strong beneficial impact.




Idle Burning Takeoff	 Climb	 Approach
CO 43 22.8 2.0	 2.4	 9.3
C XHy 1.5 0.15 0.01	 0.02	 0.12
NOx 3.6 3.6 14.9	 13.4
	 8.1
During the experimental program developed in Task III, an experimental engine
similar to the production engine of Task II will be designed, built, and tested. The
engine will have a T700-GE-700 core with geared-fan, nacelle, wl, two position
fan exhaust nozzle, and complete sound suppression treatment. _ rie flaw path and
acoustical requirements will condorm to the requirements of the production engine
but the engine will not have parks of composite materials and some hardware such
as the oil tank, oil co.Iers, and piping and valves for combustor sector burning will
not be of the final flight design.
A component test will be run on the fan reduction gear, which will be loaded by a
water brake, to determine its sea level performance throughout its power
and speed range. Also fan blades and vanes will be vibration tested and all parts
mechanically tested to assure mechanical integrity in the design. A combustor
component will be tested to evaluate its emissions performance.
The experimental program includes 90 hours of engine testing in General Electric
facilities in Lynn, Massachusetts, and Peebles, Ohio, using one engine. Testing
will include demonstrations of thrust, low SFC, low noise and low emissions as well
as mechanical integrity. At the termination of the program, 30 months after start,
the experimental engine and nacelle will be delivered to Lewis Research Center of
NASA for additional testing in NASA facilities.
9
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ENGINE SELECTION AND APPLICATION
It is generally recognized that general aviation fills an important transportation
need by complementing the scheduled airlines and by serving areas not reached
by normal domestic airlines flights„ Both general aviation and the airlines will
be adversely affected by fuel shortages and increased fuel costs. However, the
relative position of general aviatlore for business travel m9\ 1 improve because
of the continuation of scheduling difficulties, brought about by further reductions
in the number of airline flights, which has taken place in the y last several years.
In order to achieve expansion in general aviation, attention must be paid to the
economic and environmental aspects of the aircraft and its pn)pulsion. This
includes low noise, tow emissions and, very importantly, low fuel consumption.
General Electric selected the T700 QCGAT eng,tne to provide these qualities in a
size applicable to the general aviation industry.
The T700 QCGIAT engine has very low noise signatures because of the basic cycle
and fan mechanical design. Low fan pressure ratio, high by-pass ratio, low
core exhw,st velocity, no inlet guide vanes and a low noise fan rotor/exit guide
vane design are contributing factors. The low noise benefits that an aircraft in-
stallation gains from the engine are estimated for a Citation size aircraft in
Table 2,
TABLE 2. T700 9CGAT (ENGINE ONT,Q
PRELIMINARY NOISE ESTIMATES - GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
Takeoff Gross Weight = 5216 kg (11, 500 lb)
2 Engines
	 Equiv. to STOL
T700 QCGAT Current FAA Rule Requirement
Condition 	 Est. EPNdB	 EPNdB	 EPNdB
Takeoff - 6.5 km (3.5 nm1) 	 69	 93	 76-81
from brake release	 (FAR 36-24)




Approach - 11 n m (370 ft)	 81	 102	 96
at 1. 85 km (1 nmi) from	 (FAR 36-21)
threshold.
The sideline noise estimate includes 1. 5 EPNdB for aircraft fuselage
shielding effects.
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With the current T700-GE-700 core engine, the T700 QCGAT engine would meat the
no smoke, CxN and NO^^ct requirements and be within 28% of the CO requirement.The emissions or the T700 QCGAT engine are expected to meet the 1981 EPA
Class T1 requirements with low risk as a result of sector burning at Idle.
The engine has significantly better specific fuel consumption at cruise than the
best current general aviation turbofan engines. This reduction in fu-31 con=
sumption allows the alrcrp f ilo s%gner to build a smaller aircraft for a given need
or permits more range fro: k :t r ! ven aircraft. An example of the savings that the
•	 T700 QCGAT engine provides ,,° shown in Tab l e 3, where an aircraft tailored to
take advantage of the T700 QCGAT engine's low fuel consumption is compared to
the Cessnn, Citation. A ncjw aircraft designed to carry the same payloa4 the
same distance requires 771 kg (1700 lb) less gross weight than the Citation.
Another measure of its merit is the 55% better passenger miles per pound of fuel
for the T700 QCGAT powered aircraft than for the Citation. Flight characteristics
of the aircraft are shown in Table 4, and the takeoff flight path is shown in
Fi gu re 6.
TABLE 3. REPRESENTATIVE T700 QCGAT TWIN ENGINE AIRCRAFT
T700 QCGAT
Units Aircraft Cessna Citation
Takeoff Gross Weight (TOGW) kg (lb) 4445	 (9800) 5216	 (11, 500)
Wing Area m2 (ft2 ) 20.4	 (220) 24.1	 (260)
Wing Span m (ft) 13 . 7	 (45) -	 -
Passenger Capacity - 2+ 5 2 + 5
(Crew + Passengers)
,Fuel Load	 kg (lb)	 952 (2100)
Range ( Full Passenger Load km (nmi)	 1389 (750)
with Reserves)
Thrust/'Weight (. 95 installed) 	 0.43
Speed Long Range Cruise
	
Mach number	 0.60
Max. Cruise	 Much number	 0.65
Initial Cruise Altitude	 km (ft)	 107 (35, 000)
Passenger km/kg Fuel 	 11.4











TABLE 4. T700 QCGAT REFERENCE AIRPLANE DESIGN
AND FLIGHT PATH CHARACTERISTICS
Distance to 10.7 m (35 ft) Altitude = 849 m (2785 ft)
Distance to 45.7 m (150 ft) Altitude = 1164 m (3820 ft)
Takeoff Flight Path per Figure 6
Takeoff Mach Number = 0.21
Altitude at 6. 5 km (3. 5 nmi) = 1125 m (3690 ft)
Takeoff Thrust on 25 0C (770F) Day = 9697 N (2180 lb) per Engine
Approach Flight Path is Standard -30
 Glide Slop;
Approach Mach Number = 0. 166
Approach Thrust = 2691 N (605 lb) = 37% Thru^ t at 56. 6 m/s (185. 7 ft/sec)
Altitude at 1. 85 km (1 nmi) = 113 m (370 ft)




















MGW= 4445 kg 19800 lb.1
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Figure 6. T700 Turbofan Takeoff Path.
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T700 MILITARY ENGINE BASE AND COMMONALITY WITH QCGAT
The T700 QCGAT engine is a derivative of the T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine
presently being qualified for service in the Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft
Systems (UTTAS) and the Advancod Attack Helicopter (AAH). In addition, it will
be certified for use in nonmilitary helicopters. Figure 7 shows the T700-GE-700
engine cross section and specification data. Both the core engine rotor and the
!free power turbine rotor are shown in solid black. Figures 8 and 9 show the T700-
GE-700 Development program, the current status of engines shipped, and number
of test hours accumulated through October, 1975.
Nearly all of the parts in the T700 QCGAT core engine come directly from the
T700-GE-700 military engine. In this way, it achieves commonality with a pro-
duction base of 4700 engines (minimum current estimates). The value of these
common parts will be approximately 43°la of the T700 QCGAT engine cost.
The common parts include:
1. Axial and centrifugal compressors
2. Combustor
3. High-pressure turbine






10. T4.5 Harness and Thermocouples
11. Fuel/Oil Coolers
12. Fuel Pump
Figure 10 shows a cross section of the engine and identifies the T700 common
parts.
General Electric experience with commercial and business jet engines, which are
derivatives of military engines (C H*6-GE-6, C F6-GE-50, CJ805, CJ610, CF700,
T58 and T64-GE-823) indicates that in addition to the unit part cost advantages
due to the T700-GE-700 military engine base, there will be benefits of the continu-
ing military product improvement programs. These will result in life, performance,
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Figure 7. Engine Specifications.
RATINGS 59OF (1600 W  (36°C)
INTERMEDIATE SNIP (TAKEOFF) 1696 1163
SFC 1891,2131) .183 (.219)
MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS SNP 1260 Bea
SFC .477 1.2171 .6131.233)
75% MAX CONTINUOUS SHP 990 662
SFC .620 (.236) .68311266)
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Figure 8. Development Qualification Test Program.
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A tentative flight onvelope is shown on Figure 11. At sea level, the maximum
Mach number is 0.4 which to probably higher than would be required for a quiet
general aviation aircraft. The ceiling is at about 13.7 km (45, 000 ft) which is
appreciably higher than the 10.7 km (35, 000 ft) cruise altitude which is expected,
and the maximum Mach number of 0.8 is sufficiently greater than the 0.6 to 0.7
range where the aircraft will probably cruise for economical flight.
To improve fuel economy and increase climb and cruise thrust, the T700 QCGAT
turbine inlet temperature is higher than that of the T700-GE-700 at corresponding
part power ratings. However, take off ratings on hot days are set at the T700
maximum core RPM and T4.1 conditions, to provide commonality with the military
engine high temperature parts.
The higher temperatures must be traded off against engine life, which is discussed
in the Engine Life Analysis section of this report. In order to achieve adequate
life with high climb and cruise engine performance, the engine takeoff thrust is
reduced at inlet temperatures below 300C (860F) by limiting maximum fuel flow.
This effectively flat rates the engine, Full engine thrust is obtained at higher
temperatures but the thrust is reti x^ :sad to about the 300C (860F) value at colder
temperatures. The effect of limiting fuel flow is shown on Figure 12 which also
shows the part power thrust at sea level is limited on a cold day. Altitude perfor-
mance is not affected by the fuel flow limit because fuel flows under all conditions
are below the limit at altitude.
lncreasing turbine inlet temperature increases takeoff hot day thrust, and climb
and cruise performance. The flat rating results in approximately a 3, 000 hour
engine life which corresponds to about 5 years between overhauls with the expected
aircraft usage. This is lower than the goal for the T700-GE-700 engine which is
5, 000 hours, but it appears to provide a beneficial tradeoff with improved per-
formance for the general aviation aircraft.
Some of the important engine design performance parameters are shown in Table 5.
Tables 6 and 7 are the standard and bat day rating tables for the engine. Figure 13
shows engine net thrust as a function of altitude at maximum climb and maximum
cruise thrusts and 0. 4, 0.6, and 0.8 Mach numbers. Figure 14 shows the specific
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Figure 12. T700 Turbofan, Thrust vs Inlet Temperature.
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Fan Nozzle Area, 1974/1677 cm 306/260 in?
Takeoff Thrust Fn 9892 N 2224 lb
Max Climb Thrust at 10. 7 km, 2157 N 485 lb
0.8 M (35, 000 ft. , 0.8M)
.Max Climb Thrust/Takeoff Thrust 0.218 0.218
Max Cruise SFC at 9.14 km, 0.0206 kg/kN/s 0.727 lb/hp/hr
0. 8 M (30, 000 ft, 0.8M)
By-pass Ratio 9.8 J. 8
Fars Tip Diameter 67.06 cm 26.4 !n.
Fan Tip Speed 294 m/s 963 ft/sec
Core Jet Velocity 308 m/s 1012 ft/sec;
Fan Jet Velocity 196 m/s 643 ft/sec
Low Pressure 'Turbine (LPT)
Gear Ratio 2.14 2.14
LPT Max Speed 20,600 rpm 20,600 rpm
No. Stages 2 2
r
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0TABLE 6, T700 QCGAT ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE RATINGS
AT SEA LEVEL, STATIC, STANDARD DAY
Measured Gas
Net Specific Fuel Generator
Thrust Consumption Discharge
(Min.) (Max) Temperature
Ram N (1b) kgANs, (lb/lb hr^ oC (o F)
Takeoff 9892 (2224) .00943	 ( . 333) 796	 (1465)
Max Climb 9537 (2144) .00940	 (.332) 782	 (1440)
Max Cruise 8945 (2011) .00935	 (.330) 760	 (1400)
90% Max Cruise 8051 (1810) .00932	 (.329) -	 -
75% Max Cruise 6708 (1508) .00937	 (.329) -	 -
23
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TABLE 7. T700 QCGAT ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE RATINGS
AT SEA LEVEL, STATIC, 300C (860 r) DAY
Measured Gas
Net Specific Fluel Generator
Thrust Consumption Discharge
(Min.) (Max) Temperature
Rating N	 (lb) kgANs, (Ib/lb hr) 0 	 (o )
Takeoff 9421	 (2118) .00969	 (.342) 830	 (1525)
Max Climb 8229	 (1850) .00963
	 (.340) 782	 (1440)
Max Cruise 7713	 (1734) .00960	 (.339) 760	 (1400)
90% Max Cruise 6939	 (1560) .00957	 (.338) -	 -
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The General Eleetr;w, QCGAT engine nacelle configuration is shown in Figure lb
The acoustic analysis of the engine was conducted for the aircraft described in
the Engine Selection and Application Section for the takeoff and approach flight
characteristics given in Table 4 and Figure 6. Engine cycle parameters used to
predict fan core and Jet noise at takeoff, sideline, and approach powers are listed
in Table 9. The acoustic features on which the QCGAT engine design is based are:
1. Fan Vane to Blade Ratio
2. Fan Vane to Blade Spacing
3. Inlet and Fan Exhaust Acoustic Treatment
Turbine noise is not considered to be a significant contributor to the overall noise
signature of the engine because the LP turbine rotational speed of 13,000 rpm at
approach is relatively high and the number of blades (60) is relatively large. Also,
an empirically derived prediction procedure indicates that core combustor noise is
not a significant contributor. General Dectric experience with gear noise also
indicates that the fan reduction gear noise will not be significant at the distances
specified in the noise level requirements. Jet noise is probably the dominant
source at takeoff and sideline conditions, for a treated engine. Fan noise is
expected to be dominant at approach conditions.
VANE AND BLADE GEOMETRY EVALUATION
The acoustic-mechanical design trade-off analyses which lead to an acoustic design
for a single stage fan are affected by the ratio of the number of rotor blades to
outlet guide vanes (OGV). Theoretical analysis and test results indicate that rotor
blade wakes, passing through the stator, create radiated noise in the aft quadrant.
That noise, which is probably the dominant source of aft quadrant noise radiation
for the QCGAT engine fan nozzle, can be reduced by maintaining a large ratio of
outlet guide vanes to rotor blades and by large rotor to OGV spacing. Figure 16
includes the correlated results of various test programs. The data shows the
general effect of numbers of blades and vanes and the effect of rotor to OGV
u	 spacing on PNdB. Other trade-off parameters are the amount of acoustic treat-
ment in the fan and fan nozzle duct, and noise shielding by the aircraft. The trade-
off analysis for the QCSEE - OVer The Wing (OTW) design resulted in a configura-
tion with 28 rotor blades, 33 OGV which serve as struts and a 2-chord rotor-to-
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Figure 16. Relative Noise Characteristics Based on













FN-N(lb) 9697 (2180) 6761 ( 1520) 2691 (605)
NF-RPM 8279 8594 5214
NG-RPM 44564 44178 36829
NPT-RPM 17718 18392 11159
A8-m 2 (ft2) 0.0348 (0.375) 0.0348 (0.375) 0.0348 (0.:375)
A2 8-in 0.197 (2.125) 0.197 (2.125) 0.197 (2.125)
W8-kg/s(lb/sec) 4.503 (9.928) 4.481 (9.88) 2 . 623 (5.7833)
W28-kg/sO,b/sec) 43.32 (95.59) 44.35 (97.78) 29.26 (64.5)
V8-m/s(€t/sec) 300.1 (984.5) 326.1 (1070) 158.5 (520)
V28-m/s(ft/sec) 193.5 (634.9) 212.9 (698.4) 126.5 (415)
T8-°K(°R) 864 (1555) 838 (1509) 752 (1353)
T28-°K(°R) 320 (576.1) 307 (553.3) 297 (535)
P28/Po 1.2439 1.3058 1.1057
P8/Po 1.2044 1.2197 1.0669
A-By ass Ratio 9.815 10 . 092 11.657
%Nf^^ 84.9 90.2 54.348




iInitially, the QCSEE - OTW design was scaled for the T700 QCGAT design.
However, during the preliminary design phase of the QCGAT program, Task It,
it was determined that the linear scale factor of 0.37 led to higher frequency tones
in the T700 QCGAT design because of the increased fan speed. These frequencies
lie in a higher NOY weighting regime of the noise spectrum and, therefore, lead to
higher relative PNdB levels. Because it appears to be undesirable or impractical
from the mechanical design standpoint to install large enough amounts of acoustic
treatment in the smaller QCGAT engine to reduce radiated noise adequately and
because the QCGAT aircraft installation will probably not benefit from aircraft
shielding, as over-the-wing QCSEE installation does, it was decided to investigate
two additional fan blading configurations. These are different from the QCSEE
design only in the design of outlet guide vanes and struts. The three configura-
tions analyzed are:
Configuration	 Blades	 OGV	 Spacing
1	 QCSEE OTW scale 28 33 vane struts 2 chord
2	 T700 QCGAT Mod 1 23 56 vanes 2 chord
3	 T700 QCGAT Mod 2 28 18 vane struts 3 chord
Configuration 2 has eight struts behind the OGV to carry the, structural loads and
services which are required. Configurations 1 and 3 both use the OGVs as struts..
Figure 16 indicates that higher noise generation due to the small number of vanes
in Configuration 3 is partially compensated for by the larger blade-to-vane spacing
which is possible. However, Configuration 2, whose parameters are given in
Table 10, provides about 2 PNdB improvement over the other configurations
because of the larger number of OGVs. It is also the basis for a sound low cost
mechanical design in the small size QCGAT engine, which, with acoustic treat-
ment, will meet desired aircraft noise objectives.
ACOUSTIC TREATMENT EVALUATION
The nacelle shown in Figure 15 and Configuration 2 described in Table 10 were used
to determine the noise reduction available from the installation of acoustic treat-
ment on the fan frame outer wall between rotor and vanes, and in the fan nozzle


























TABLE 10. CONFIGURATION 2 DESIGN
-'WW
SI Units	 English Units




Tip Speed - Takeoff





Vane to Blade Spacing
Fan Always Operating Below Cutoff
A PNdB
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reduction, as a result of acoustic treatment, is determined by evaluating the
flight 1/3 octave spectrums. Based on the treatment parameters given in
Table 11, a preliminary assessment of the 1/3 octave broadband and tone noise
TABLE 11. ACOUSTIC TREATMENT PARAMETERS
Inlet Length/Diameter = .53
28 Fan Blades and 56 outlet guide vanes
Fan Speed Approach = 5214 rpm
Fan Speed Takeoff = 8279 rpm
Frequency Flandamental Tone - Approach = 2433 liz, X - 14..E cm (5.8 in.)
Frequency Funda iontal Tone - Takeoff = 3863 liz, X - 9.4 eir, (3.7 in.)
Treatment Tuned to Provide Maximum Noise Deduction at Approach Power
Tan Duct Mach Number - Takeoff = 0. 35, Approach = .22
Nominal Fan Duct Height = 17.3 cm (6.8 in.) (H)
Nominal Fan Duct Length = 16 in. (L), L/N = 2.35
H/A Approach= 1.46
reduction was made. It is presented in Figure 17 for the approach power
point and at takeoff and sideline conditions. Predictions of T700 QCGAT flight
spectrums, front and aft max noise angles, were based on QCSEE-OTW spectrum
predictions scaled down to QCGAT engine size. The reliability of these prediction




figuration. The QCGAT spectrums were obtained for approach, sideline, and
takeoff flight conditions. They include the 1/3 octave spectrum predictions of jet,
core, and fan noise. The objective of this type of spectrum analysis is the determina-
tion of noise constituent PNdB values at the front and aft quadrant maximum argle
noise locations. These PNdB values are summed, corrected for aircraft flight
effects and used to determine EPNdB values for the aircraft. Front quadrant (inlet)
noise reduction due to addition of inlet treatment was determined from empirical


















Figure 17. T700 Turbofan Estimated Noise Suppression
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Figure 18. Inlet Fan Noise Reduction Due to
Acoustic Treatment Installation.
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fable 12 summarizes the EPNdB estimates at the I?AA measuring
takeoff flight path of Figure 6. Bar charts showing the constituent noise levels at
takeoff, sideline, and approach area presented in Figures 19 through 21.
TABLE 12. QCGAT FAA FAR 36 NOISE ESTIMATES
7700 TURBOFAN POWERED GENERAL tVIATION AIRCRAFT
Total Gross Weight = 4445 kg (9800 lb)
Estimated T700 FAR 36
Attitude Mach Thrust QCGAT K%4ine FAA Rule
m (ft) kN (lb)Condition No. EPNdB EPNdB
2 ENGINES - WITHOUT ACOUSTIC TREATMENT
Takeoff at 1122 (3660) .21 9.70 (2180) ^ 73.1 93
6. 5 km (3. 5 nmi) (0	 )
Sideline at 213 ( 700) .21 9.70 (2180) 83.9 102
.5 km (. 25 nmi) (S LS)
Approach at 113 ( 370) .166 2.69 ( 605) 87 102
1. 85 km (1 nmi)
2 ENGINES - WITH ACOUSTIC TREATMENT
Takeoff at 1122 (3680) . 21, 9.70 (2180) 69.7 93
6. 5 km (3. 5 nmi) (SLS)
Sideline at 213 ( 700) .21 9.70 (2180) 79.3 102
.5 km (. 25 nmi) (SM)
Approach at 113 ( 370) .166 2.69 ( 605) 80.4 102
1. 85 km (1 nmi)
AIRCRAFT ALONE NOISE (NO ENGINE NOISE)
Table 12 shows that the treated QCGAT engine is very quiet in comparison to
current FAA niles. Since engine noise levels are forecasted to be love, it is
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Figure 19. QCGAT at Takeoff Power - ConsKtuent Bar Chart.
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Figure 21. QCGAT at Approach Power - Constituent z ..1r Chart.
To calculate aircraft uoise, a clean wing noise prediction model (ref. l) was used to
predict 1/3 octave spectra at various acoustic angles for the pass of a particular
aircraft over the microphone. By assigning a typical flyover time history for the
aircraft, EPNdB numbers were determined for a range of aircraft weights for the
various FAA conditions.
The results are plotted in Figures 3 through 5, along with flight noise estimates of
QCGAT and noise status of other aircraft. The figures also show the FAA current
and proposed rules. It appears from these results that the T700 QCGAT engine may
be sufficiently quiet that the aircraft alone noise will dominate the flight signature
and prevent the achievement of lower radiated noise levels.
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EXHAUST EMISKON CHARACTERISTICS
Combustion system emissions levels predicted for the QCGAT engine cycle are
based on GE12 demonstrator and TF34 engine test data. The QCGAT combustion
system is identical to the T700-GE-700 combustion system which is a developed and
refined version of the GE12 combustion system.
The test data was used to derive emissions correlation equations for each of the
four EPA cycle conditions: Idle, approach, climb, and takeoff, and for each of
the three major emission pollutants: carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons,
and nitrogen oxides. These correlation equations are similar to those developed
for the NASA Experimental Clean Combustor Program,
One NOX correlation was developed to predict the NO X emissions at the low power
conditions (Idle and approach) and a separate correlation was used to predict the
NO X emissions at the high power conditions (takeoff and climb). In the same way,
different correlations were developed to predict the CO emissions at these two
extremes of power settings. However, the C XHy emissions were satisfactorily
correlated with a single equation.
The T700-GE-700 combustor dome design includes a central fuel injector with
concentric reverse swirlers around each injector. Since that design is very
similar to the design of the current TF34 combustor dome, recent TF34 engine
emission test data , ,sere used to develop new correlation equations for the emission
indices. These equations were corrected for residence time differences and
solved to predict the emission indices for the QCGAT engine. In general, the
agreement with the GE12 data is very close. At the Idle condition for the QCGAT
engine, the correlations developed from the GE12 test data predict a CO emission
index of 42.9 g/kg (lb/1, 000 lb) of fuel, and the correlations developed from the
T F34 test data predict a CO level of 43.2 9/k g (lb/1, 000 lb) of fuel.
The results of emissions calculations for the T700 QCGAT engine are given in
Table 13. The thrust and time spent at Idle, approach, climb and takeoff are the
EPA, Class Tl Standard landing and takeoff cycle. Table 13 shows that, currently,
the CO emission is above the EPA Standard. However, unburned hydrocarbons
and carbon monoxide emissions will be reduced by using the sector burning
techniques which have been applied in the CF6 and F101 emissions reduction
program. Ii, sector burning tests on those engines, a 47% reduction in CO
emissions and 87% reduction in CxHy emissions were achieved by sector burning.
As Table 13 indicates, this technique can be expected to bring QCGAT emissions
within the EPA Standards.
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ITABLED. ESTIMATED EFFECTS OF SECTOR BURNING
f
	 EPA Parameters a/kNs (lb/1.000 lb. Thrust hr cycle)
Requirements
Estimated Status




























The QCGAT flowpath and single otage rotor, shown in Figure 22, are a 0.37
linear scale of the QCSEE - OTW design ( .ref. 2, 3, and 4). There are 28 rotor
blades, 56 outlet guide vanes (OGVs) in the by-pass flowpath and the fan rotor to
OGV spacing is 2 chords in order to reduce noise radiated by the fan to the aft
quadrant as much as possible. To provide for structural loads and services,
which are required, eight struts are located aft of the OGV. The i'iot^%
 tunic
design intent for the T700 QCGAT inlet, fan, by-pass duct, and fan-to-core
passage is to make them a 0.37 linear scale of the General Electric QCSEE-OTW
Design. The only major deviation is the by-pass OGV design which was changed
by increasing the number of vanes for noise reduction atid `by'pfoviding separate
structural struts aft of the vanes. See the Acoustical Characteristics section for
a more complete discussion of the acoustic design.
A comparison between the important performance parameters at the QCSEE design






Total fan flow	 408 kg/sec	 50.0 kg/sec
	
(9001b/sec)	 (110.31b/sec)
Pressure ratio - bypass flow	 1.36	 1.26
Pressure ratio - core flow	 1.43	 1.32
Bypass ratio	 9.9	 9.76
Corrected tip speed	 358 m/sec	 294 m/sec
	
(1175 ft/sec)	 (964 ft/sec)
The fuel flow limit, discussed in the Performance section of this report causes
the takeoff fan flow at sea level on a standard day to be lower than the scaled









Figure 22, T700 QCGAT Composite Parts.
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ROTOR MECHANICAL DESIGN
In the 28-blade composite fan design, the integral fan blade platforms made from
80% AS/20% Kevlar material weigh .204 kg (0.45 lb). If they were madr of
Ti-6A1-4V material, they would weigh .549 kg (1. 21 lb). Lull rotor weight for
the composite design is S. 16 kg (18.66 lb), while a metal design would be
19.8 kg (43.74 lb) for the same number of blades, mainly because the disk is also
heavier for titanium blades.
The primary advantages of organic matrix composites when compared with
Ti-6A1-4V fan blades are lower cost and weight. Additional advantages of organic
matrix blades are reduced weight of the supporting structures, reduced blade con-
tainment penalties, reduced secondary impact damage, low notch sensitivity, and
high fatigue resistance.
Table 14 is a tabulation of the rotor mechanical design data. Figures 23 and 24
give the chord and tin/c distribution versus percent span. Figure 25 is the
QCGAT Campbell Diagram.
The composite fan rotor blade design is based on successful designs and manu-
facturing techniques developed for larger engines. General Electric has fabri-
cated and tested over 200 TF39, F103 and QCSEE composite blades. These
blades are the result of a broad base material selection program which has been
conducted by General Electric to keep abreast of new material developments in
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TABLE 14. FAN BLADE SCALED FZOM THE QCSEE OTW
SCALE FACTOR 0.3718
Materials
Disk	 Titanium (Tt 6-4)
Blades Composite(80% AS/20% Kevlar)
Number of Blades
Per Blade Centrifugal Lead - kN (lb) 16.6
Design Point RPM
Fan Tip Diameter - cm (in.)	 67.1
Airfoil Length - cm (in.) 	 17.9
Aspect Ratio
Average Root Centrifugal	 4182
Stress - N/cm 2 (psi)















Airfoil Weight - kg (lb)
	 0.0836 (0. 1843)
Blade Weight - kg (lb)	 0.205 (0.4511)
with Platform
Disk Weight - kg (lb)
Ho to r Weight - kg (lb)
Disk Diameter - cm (in.)
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Figure 24. QCGAT Fan Blade Ma2dmum Thickness/Chord vs Span.
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Figure 25. QCGAT Fan Blade Campbell Diagram.
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the eompos.tes fYeld. Also, extensive programs to develop design methods,
analytical techniques, and testing procedures for composite materials have been
conducted at General Electric.
STATIC STRUCTURE DESIGN
Figure 22 shows a cross section of the fan preliminary design, and Figure 26
shows components which are made of composite materials. The outer and
inner bands and the vanes of the by-pass OGV are of graphite epoxy material.
The OGV is made of eight sectors for ease of maintenance and to prevent local
heavy damage to the OGV from causing replacement of the entire OGV section.
The blade containment structure consists of a laminate boron-graphite and epoxy
shell encapsulating a continuous belt of Kevlar material. The design shown is for
the composite blades, although an acceptable Kevlar containment structure for
Titanium blades could be provided by increasing the Kevlar belt thickness.
















OUTER GU I DE VANES
BLADE
	
8 SECTORS PER SET
28 PER SET
Figure 26. T700 QGGAT Composite Fun Parts.
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TABLE 15, T700 QCGAT COMPOSITE PART CHARACTERISTICS
VANE SECTORS	 SI Units	 English Units
No. of Sectors	 8	 8




Density	 1.58 g/cm3	.057 lb/in?
i
Weight	 3.2 kg	 7.0 lb
FAN CASING
Inner Casing Dia. at Ftui Blade 67.3 cm 26. 5 in.
Overall Axial Length 36. 8 cm 14. 5 in.
Material Graphite/Epoxy
Weight 5.8 kg 12.7 lb
FAN BLADES
No. of Blades 28 28
Material 80% AS/20% Kevlar
Method of Attachment Dovetail
Weight (Total) 5.7 kg 12.6 lb
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ENGINE LIFE ANALYSIS
Allowable operating life for an aircraft engine is dependent on the cumulative
damage to the most critical component because of operation over long periods of
time at high engine speeds and temperatures. The most critical component in the
T700-GE-700 is the Stage 1 blade of the high-pressure turbine which is rupt,',re
limited.
An engine life analysis based on the takeoff ambient temperature distribution
shown in Figure 27, was conducted en the T700 QCGAT engine. The figure
includes an estimated annual average distribution curve, derived from airline
information and other sources such as MIL- STD-210B, and the proposed QCGAT
distribution, which is more conservative. Increasing ambient temperature (T2)
tends to increase turbine inlet temperature T 11 for a given thrust rating. It
also increases the temperature of co maressor'discharge air, which provides
cooling for the hot section components, and therefore, reduces the cooling effective-
ness of thug system. If not considered in the life analysis, the effects of high T2
can cause premature failure of critical components. Table 16 shows the time
spent in the important segments of four one-hour and two two-hour missions which
were used in the engine life analysis. The most important segments are takeoff,
climb, and cruise. Other segments do not contribute significantly to the damage
sustained per flight.
Figure 28 shows the beneficial effect of f lat rating on engine life. The calculations
wer4 based on the one-minute takeoff duration, one- and two-hour missions of
Table 16. Figure 28 shows that engine life increases rapidly with decreasing T2
at temperatures lower than approximately 300C (860 F). Ir that region, T4 1 is
lower id by a fuel flow limit which has the effect of flat rating the engine below the
turbine inlet temperature corresponding to a 30 0 C (86c F) day. Figures 29 and 30
show the effect of climb and cruise T	 on life. For these figures, the engine
is flat rated at takeoff and the climb aYJ cruise turbine inlet temperatures were
held constant for the mission. The effect of T
4 
on life for missions with a 15-
minute duration climb, with takeoff and cruiseduration varied, indicates the strong
effect of turbine inlet temperature on time-between-overhaul (TBO).
The results of the engine life analysis shown in Figures 28 through 30 indicate Chit
2700 to 3200 hours between overhauls are feasible for otae-to-two hour missions
if the engine is flat rated up to T2 = 300C (860 F) and takeoff durations are one
minute or less. If the QCGAT aircraft is in use for 600 hours per year, the TBO
Is about five years. This engine life is less than the T700-GE-700 goal of 5, 000
hours with 15 %n and 20% of the time at rated T 	 for the UTTAS and AAH aircraft,
respectively. The shorter QCGAT engine life'results from higher climb and
cruise T4, 1 for the T700 QCGAT than for the T700-GE-700. In the tradeoff
between engine performance and life, the improved performance due to higher T4.1
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Figure 27. T700 QCGAT Takeoff Temperature Distribution.
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TABLE 16. QCGAT MISSION
Expected % Segment
Tire at Temperature
Mission Duration - Minutes 150C	 300C	 400C
60 60 60 60 120 120 (590 F) 	(860 F)	 (1030 F)
Start and Idle 5 5 5 5 5 5 -	 -	 -
Accel - Takeoff 2 1.5 1 .5 1.0 .5 50	 30	 20
Max Climb 15 15 15 15 15 15 50	 30	 20
Max Cruise 20 20 20 20 80 s0 -	 -	 -
Descent 15 15 15 15 15 15 -	 -	 -
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Figure 29. Mission L-ife as a Function of Climb T4.1
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Figure 30. Mission Life vs Turbine Cruise Temperature.
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FAN LOW-PRESSURE TURBINE DESIGN
A review of T700 cycle data and a preliminary aero design analysis were made to
determine the degree of compatibility of the present T700-GE-700 LP turbine
configuration with QCGAT LP turbine requirements. The conditions for the analysis
were:
1. Preservation of the present T700 flow path dimensions.
2. Design point at 10.7 km (35, 000 ft) altitude and 0.7 Mach number.
3. LP turbine speed of 22, 000 RPM.
On this basis design and off design velocity diagram calculations were made to
determine the changes required in LP turbine vane and blade geometry. The
results were:
1. The present T700 flow path is satisfactory for the T700 QCGAT engine.
However, discharge absolute Mach numbers are in the range of 0.4 to
0.5 which is somewhat higher than the T700 Mach numbers.
2. At 10.7 Ian (35, 000 ft) altitude and 0.7 Mach number exit, swirl
angle is about 100 . At takeoff, it is close to zero.
3. , Turbine blading should be modified.
The new LP turbine blading will have increased solidity in the second stage and
increased gas turning angles. The following is a pitch line turning angle comparison:














This design increases blade loading by 25% and energy output by 36%. The
increased output costs about one point in efficiency.
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The gas exit angles, turning angles, loadings (Zweifel Numbers), and solidities at
the more highly loaded rotor-blade root and nozzle-vane tip locations are given in
Table 17. The comparison with the T700-GE-700 design indicates that changes in
blade geometry and in second stage solidities leads to T700-QCGAT loadings which
are similar to those of the T700-GE-700 LP turbine.
TABLE 17. COMPARISON OF QCGAT AND T700 LP TURBINE DESIGNS
Radial Location for Max Load
Radius
Axial Chord
Nozzle Rotor Nozzle Rotor
N1 R1 N2 R2
Tip Root Tip Root
cm 13.06 10.54 16.45 10.92
(in)	 (1,14) (4.15) (6.475) (4.3)
cm	 1.90 2.03 2.54 1.90
(in)	 (.75) (.80) (1.0) (.75)
T700 QCGAT
59 59 53.6 52.0
59 113.9 82.6 99.8
48 50 62 56
.80 1.07 .902 1.16
1.114 1.534 1.474 1.554
T700--GE-700
60.1 55.27 62.4 53.28
60.1 95.63 84.6 94.48
48 50 50 50













*Solidity = Axial chord/pitch




The epicyclic speed reduction gearset which drives the fan is of the star con-
figuration. It is similar in layout and arrangement to the QCSEE reduction gear
with which it is shown in Figure 31. In the QCGAT application, a unit which has
five branches has been chosen. The physical size of the gearset is governed by
the size of the spherical double row roller bearings. Calculations indicate thrt a
smaller bearing of this type would suffice. However, the bearing shown is thy+
smallest size available in this country due to the limitations imposed by pxistirq,
tooling. The gearset is envisioned as a bench assembly which is positioned into
the engine forward frame during the final stages of engine assembly. The
machinery concept and material selection provide a reliable flightworthy unit
capable of being put into immediate production. Table 18 gives the important
design parameters of the reduction gear whose design oil temperature is 1160C(245'F).
The gearset is driven by the LP turbine shaft by means of ac adaptor shaft
which contains a flexible coupling. The flexible coupling provides for radial
flexibility to assure free-floating of t'aa sun gear for proper load-sharing during
operation. A simple locking means positions the sun gear axiall for tracking, but
does not otherwise offer restraint. The sun gear is driven by a spline coupling at
the forward end of the adaptor shaft. The externally splined half of this coupling has
a slight helix angle to account for shaft twisting and is lightly crowned for align-
ment under load and flexibility.
The free-floating sun gear meshes with and drives five star gears which rotate
about fixed axes, serving as idlers between the sun gear and the ring gear. The
star gear teeth are machined into and are integral with the outer races of the
spherical double row roller bearings. This design concept has been applied
successf fly in the GE T64 turboprop planetary speed reduction gearset.
The ring or annulus gear is driven by the star gears and is free to float radially
and axially within mechanical limits. An external spline at the center of its
face and along its outer diameter engages a mattug spline in the ring gear carrier.
This spline coupling is designed with sufficient radial tooth proportions and
clearance to allow for flexing of the ring gear during operation.
The star gear carrier is a machined casting which incorporates a cored lube oil
manifold. It has five bearing posts to -which the spherical double row roller
bearings are fitted. The bearing support posits will be misaligned so that the sun







QCSEE REDUCTION GEAR	 T700 QCGAT REDUCTION GEAR
Figure 31. Fan Reduction Gear Comparison.
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TABLE 18, FAN REDUCTION GEAR DATA
SUN	 STAR
Pitch Diameter cm (in.)	 10.9	 (4.30)	 6.2	 (2.45)
Number of Teeth	 86	 4 9
Face Width - cm (in.)	 2. 54	 (1.0)	 2.54	 (1.0)
Speed - rpm	 11,01600	 36, 100
Material	 ANTS 6265	 AMS 6265








Face Diameter Ratio	 233	 .408	 .109
Pitch Line Velocity - ►n/s (ft,,"min)	 117.6 (23159.2)
Overall Gear Reduction	 2. l4
SUN,'STA R	 PLANET/RING
K- Factor
Unit Load of Face Width - N/cm (Ib/in )
Hertz Stress - N/cm 2
 (lb/in2)
Root Stress - N/cm 2
 (lb/in2)
Contact Ratio
Temperature Rise - oC (or.)





















Gear loading - 141 kW (1900 tip)
Speed	 20,600 rpm
Heat rejection - 1.55 kW (53,200 BTU/iir)
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Thus misalignment stresses and edge or corner load conditions exist only at low
nonoperational torque levels and do not exist during operational modes when
stresses are mainly due to drive loads. Also, the bearings come into alignment
as load and speed increase. Thus, axial slipping is held to minimum during
operation and allowed to go to a maximum at startup and coast down. This
increases efficiency and bearing life.
The ring gear carrier also serves as the fan shaft. The carrier spans the ept-
cyclic gear assembly and is driven by the ring gear through a spline coupling which
Is forward of its midflange. The carrier transmits the drive torque while support-
ing the fan induc9d thrust, gyro, LP, and radial loads. Bearings at each end
support the carrier in the static Lasing structure which is attached to the engine
forward frame.
Finite element computer programs are available to analyze the star gear
carrier, star gear-bearing outer races, the ring gear carrier, and the housing
or casing from a stress deflection viewpoint so as to allow the design to proceed
with choices based upon engineering prediction.
Lubrication will be furnished by either MIL-L-7803 or MIL-L-23699 synthetic oil.
The present concept is to lubricate the bearings through their inner races, taking
advantage of the centrifugal fields to disperse the lubricant, and to oil spray both
the sun-star and star-ring meshes. Oil scavenging and the use of and the position-
ing of appropriate shrouds to reduce windage will be studied.
POWER TAKEOFF (PTO)
The power takeoff which drives the accessory gearbox (AGB) will be a modification
of that presently employed in the T700-GE-700 engines. A new design will be
required because of a change in shaft angle. It is anticipated that the radial bevel
gearshaft bearing and shimming of the present T700 can be utilized. Therefore,
design and hardware changes will be restricted to the bevel gears and support
structure. The overall location and mounting means of the T700-GE-100 will
be retained.
ACCESSORY GEARBOX (AGB)
The accessory gearbox which is shown in Figure 32 located below the engine has
been configured to drive five accessory pads shown in Figure 33. On the forward
side are the starter-generator, alternator, and hydraulic pump. On the rear side are
the main fuel control (MFC) and the lube and scavenge pump. The hydraulic pump
and the lube and scavenge pump are driven by the same gearshift. Pad speeds
















































































































aInput to and output from the accessory gearbox is afforded by a bevel pinion gear-
shaft which engages the PTO through the radial drive shaft. The bevel pinion
mates with a bevel gear whose gearshaft also mounts a spur gear idler and is
parallel to all of the other gearshafts in the gearbox. The level gearshaft forward
end terminates in the starter-generator pad. The starter drive train components
which are subjected to the heavy start torque levels are therefore at a minimum.
The remainder of the gearing consists of parallel axis spur gears and shafts
common to AGB design practices with idlers where required for spacing and/or
proper direction of rotation.
The gearbox is of "watch case'" construction. The MFC and starter-generator are
attached by Marmon clamps. The other accessories are mounted to their re-
spective pads by means of bolts or studs and locimuts.
Figure 33. T743 QCGAT Nacelle Cross Section.
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QCGAT LUBE SYSTEM:
The Tube system for the QCGAT er4#ne is essentially the same as that of the
T700-GE-700 engine, except that additional oil flaw and scavenging are provided
for the fan reduction gear. Figure 34 shows the oil tank cross section and
Figure 35 is a se!)err : atic of the lube system.
The T700 inlet particle separator, which acts as an a,!r-oil cooler, has, been
ramoved for the turbofan and is replaced by a fan, reduction gear and front oil
sum^,A., Therefore, the lube system of they T70o-GF-700 .;,,)Tine must be modified
for the QCGAT engine.
The T700-GE-700 concept of a front frame structura with, integral oil tank and
air-oil cooling capability has been retained for the Q CY +T (Angdne. The oil
tank is integral with the fan frame and consists of two annular cavitieti connected
by 7 of the S frame struts. In this way, the entire= frame structure operates at
relatively uniform temperature and thermal induced stresses are low.
The surfaces of the tank are exposed to fan discharge and core engine inlet air
streams and act as an air-oil cooler. Figure 36 shows a schematic of the fan
frame and oil tank.
Analysis of the heat rejection requirements of the lube system were maae
by assuming several values of power loss in the reduction gear (. 8%, 1.1%} and
1.5% of transmitted power) and combining with the known heat rejection of
the T700-GE-700. Takeoff and various flight conditions were considered to
determine sensitivities of reduction gear loss and of the rejection capabilities
of the fan frame surfaces. Fins on the surfaces in the fan discharge stream
were also considered in order to increase heat rejection to the fan discharge
stream and to reduce the temperature increase of the core engine inlet air
stream.
Fins have not beon included in the design described here in order to reduce
complexity and cost of the frame, but do provide a means to improve engine













Figure 34. T700 QCGAT Oil Tank Cross Section.
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Figure 36. T700 QCGAT Fan Frame Lube System Schematic.
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The results of these analyses are shown in Figures 37 through 41.
Figure 37 shows that oil temperature increases with rising air and fuel
tures. Figure 38 shows that the reduction gearbox provides an increasing per-
centage of the total heat rejected to the oil as power increases. Gearbox efficiency
is most crucial at higher engine speeds - and is practically insignificant at Idle.
Figure 39 shows the effect of air density and ambient temperature, both of
which fall off with altitude and affect engine power. For the fuel, temperature
is the dominant effect, as the lowered initial temperature more than offsets
the increasing flow of heat from the oil. Figure 40 shows that fins improve
the efficiency of the air--oil heat exchanger. By increasing the heat transferred
at a given temperature, fins lower oil temperatures effectively. Without fins the
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Figure 37. Oil Temperature vs Ambient Temperature,
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Figure 39. Oil Temperature vs Altitude.
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Figure 40. Oil Temperature vs Number of Fine.
CONTROLS AND ACCESSORIES
The T700-GE -700 control system is primarily hydromechanical with its turbine
temperature control functions electrical. This control was investigated to deter-
mine its applicability to the T700 QCGAT turbofan engine. Also, a full authority
digital electrical control was considered.
These controls must limit gas generator and fan rotor speeds. They limit turbine
inlet temperature T4 . 1 by sensing and limiting the gas generator turbine discharge
temperature T4.5. In order to provide a flat takeoff rating, fuel flow is also
limited. These functions are all available in tho present T700-GE-700 fuel control.
Also, Idle and minimum foal, flow settings are provided.
Acceleration and deceleration are the usual scheduled functions of gas generator
speed inlet temperature T22 and compressor discharge pressure P3. These are
provided for in the present T700 control. However, changes to the 3-D cam,
which schedules fuel flow as a function of T22, will be required, since a different
compressor inlet sensing device is necessary. The T700-GE-700 helicopter
engine does not need a rapid response inlet temperature sensor, but the T700
turbofan engine will have rapid T 22 tran3ients during accels and decels because
of the rapidly changing temperature rise across the fan. The engine will, there-
fore, have a correspondingly rapid response inlet temperature sensor, and that
will lead to a different T 22 schedule on the 3-D cam. There will be no fan inlet
temperature sensor.
The present T700-GE-700 control provides adequate starting bleed, customer
bleed for aircraft pressurization, and fuel flow for the T700 QCGAT engine. The
engine will not require provisions for ant;-icing, and torque sensing. For
emission reduction, provision for shutting off fuel flow to the fuel nozzles at
ground idle will be provided.
In order to keep the fuel control and its functions as simple as possible, the gas
generator discharge temperature will be monitored by the pilot, who will use it
to set climb and cruise conditions. Provision may also be made for the pilot to
y	 monitor fan speed. The present T700 control contains no provision for changing
nozzle area. This iunction in the T700 QCGAT engine will be performed by the
pilot, who will manually set the two-position fan nozzle in the open or closed
position.
As engine size decreases, its control system cannot be decreased equivalently in
weight or size. Therefore, a small engine °ends to be overwhelmed by controls
and accessories. An electric, control would reduce the size of the control system.
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A full authority digital control would be desirable for the T700 QC'GAT engine.
However, the development. of such a system would be time-consuming and expen-
sive, especially when compared to the present T700-GE-700 control., which is in
production and which fulfills most of the needs of a general aviation aircraft.
From this control, the anti-icing system, the load demand spindle, and torque
sensor and circuitry will be removed. Provision for shutting off half of the fuel
nozzles at Idle and a new fuel manifold will be added for emission reduction at Idle.
Most of the T700-GE-700 engine accessories e ,an be used in the QCGAT engine.
The fuel pump, ignition exciter, ignition alternaL:%r, igniters, gas generator
turbine discharge temperature sensors and harness, and the fuel-oil cooler will
not change. The required rotor speed pickups will not change.
Most of the accessory changes result from integrating the fan reduction gear and
fan into the T700-GE-700 engine. Because of the fan, the accessory gearbox must
be relocated and repackaged. The luhe system must be enlarged because of the
added load of the fan reduction gear. The size of the Tube and scavenge pump and
of the lobe tank must be increaued. Also, an S to 10 KVA starter-generator will
be required. Other relatively small changes will be a new starting bleed valve and
some changed linkages in, the variable geometry system to connect the repositioned




The T700 QCGAT engine will probably be installed in nacelles mounted on horizon-
tal pylons from the fuselage, on vertical pylons above the wing, or on vertical
pylons below the wing. Engine mounts permit all of these installations. Figure
41 shows an isometric of the engine from the left side. Main mounts are provided
in four locations on the outer surface of the fan frame, at 45 degrees above and below
horizontal centerline. These are designed to take vertical, side, and thrust reactions.
The T700 core mainframe is provided with four rear integral mounting legs at
horizontal and vertical centerlines.
The QCGAT engine can be mounted from any two main thrust mounts, and one rear
mount. Figure 41 shows a typical mount arrangement, where left side main mounts
and the left horizontal rear mount are used. Reactions at each mount are shown
by arrows. For an installation of nacelle below the wing, the two upper main
mounts and the top rear mount would be used.




The T700-GE-700 turboshaft engine base for the QCGAT engine has an esta^)lished
weight. The QCGAT engine uses the T700-GE-700 core and LPT parts (except
airfoils). Weight estimates for the unique parts for the QCGAT engine have been
made. Table 19 shows the results. A 7% margin for the unique parts has been
included to account for tolerances and variations which might be included in detail
designs as well as allowances for changes made to parts during a future engine
qualification program. No margin is made for T700 common parts, since the
qualification engine design has essentially been established. Total predicted
QCGAT engine weight is 227 kg (500 lb).
In addition to the base engine with composite materials, adders are included for
metal fan blades and OGV, which will continue to be considered as alternates
while other General Electric technology programs evaluate composites. Table 19
also lists the separate weight of unique QCGAT parts and system adders.
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TABLE 19, T700 2CGAT WEIGHT SUMMARY
	
.L	 lb
T700 BASE	 188	 415
	
DELETIONS (PARTS NOT REQUIRED FOR QCGAT) -72 	 -158












Fan Casing	 8.2 18.0
Fan OGV	 2.3 5.0





Fan Reduction Gear	 31.2 68.7




External Configuration	 6.2 13.6
Fire Safety Shields	 1.8 4.0
Starting, Bleed Valve	 0.4 1.0
TOTAL (QCGAT NEW PARTS) 103 227
TOTAL (T700 COMMON AND QCGAT PARTS) 219 484
7°k MARGIN +7 +16
TOTAL PLUS 7% MARGIN 226 500
ADDER FOR Ti AND AL PARTS
k&_ lb
Fan OGV - AL
	
2 5
Fan Blades - Ti	 13 29
Fan Disk	 2 4
Margie	 1 2




The inlet has been designed for a throat Mach number of 0.6 to provide high levels
of recovery and substantial flow margin before severe recovery loss is encountered.
A throat Mach number of 0.6 also provides the maximum flow approach angle
(angle of attack or crosswind) prior to the onset of separation inside the inlet, The
recovery of this inlet is 0.907. Inlet contraction ratio expressed as highlight to
throat diameter (DHL/DTHT) is 1. 17, which provides angle of attack and crosswind
capability of better than 50 degrees.
The T700 QCGAT mass flow ratio at 10.7 km (35, 000 feet) and 0.7 Mn is 0.613.
Figure 42 provides additive drag at that mass flow ratio. The figure shows that
minimum drag occurs at forebody length/diameter ratio of about 0.55 and a high-
light to maximum diameter ratio of approximately 0. 8. Insufficient data is avail-
able to accurately determine minimum drag, but the trends indicate that the design
chosen is virtually at the minimum drag point. Table 20 presents inlet-nacelle
dimensions and compares design parameters with those of the QCSEE inlet,
Nacelle friction drag was calculated from flat plate, incompressible coefficients
where wetted area is considered to be a cylinder of D = D111ax, whose "length
extends from inlet lip highlight to fan nozzle trailing edge. The General Electric
method of predictin boattail drag based on nacelle effective fineness ratio has
been used to establish a boattail drag. The coefficient of 0, 025 is based on free
stream dynamic pressure and nacelle maximum cross section area (Amax).
Normalizing the total nacelle drag by Q and Amax results in the nacelle drag
coefficient (CDn ) = 0.066, which is assumed constant throughout the operating
envelope of the engine.
The nacelle is pertur5ed locally at 6 o'clock I n order to house engir•,e accessories
such as al+,ernator-generator and main :Keel control. This can be seen on the
nacelle outline, Figure 43. A small, atvdliary inlet is located in the front
"shark mouth" to provide, accessory cooling air.
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D EAN = 66.8 cm (26.3 in)
DTH	 = 60.0 cm (23.6 in)
DmAX DHL	 = 70.2 cm (27.7 in)
AN DMAX = 87.1 cm (34.3 in)
X	 47.9 cm (18.9 ,in)
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182.9 cm(72. 0 in.








NACELLE FOR T 700 QCGAT	 ..
Figure 49, Nacelle for T700 QCGAT.
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EXHAUST DUCTS AND NOZZLES
CORE T/dLPIPE AND NOZZLE
The core tailpipe and nozzle are designed to efficiently diffuse the core exit gas
from the existing T700-GE-700 turbine frame and provide smooth, rapid accelera-
tion to the controlling area, A 8 . The length of the tailpipe was determined by the
fan duct and nozzle design, which maintains core cowl angles at no greater than 15
degrees.
Pressure loose` in the tailpipe are the result of diffusion and friction on the
tailpipe walls. Diffusion loss was taken from SAE Design Data for 1.71. area ratio
diffuser with a 16.5 degree mean angle. Skin friction loss was calculated using
the incompressible, flat plate relationship.
C f = 0.455/ ( log Re, ) 2.58
A conic convergent nozzle was chosen for the core nozzle. This results in a
configuration very similar to the TF34-GE-100 exhaust system, whieh provides
high levels of performance.
BY-PASS DUCT AND NOZZLE
The by-pass duct aft of the fan consists of a low area ratio diffuser to lower the
average duct Mach number, constant area duct, and a two-position converging
annular plug nozzle. The by-pass duct must be designed with doors to provide
access to the core engine. Traditionally, the incorporatlon of doors results in
steps and gaps in the flowpath, which cause pressure losses. These losses, along
with losses caused by five fan, frame struts (tm /c = .203), a pylon, and fins for
the engine o f cooler drag, were included in the overall durt loss. In order to
avoid large disturbances in the external flow field, the duct is designed with an
accessory fairing in the 6 o'clock position. This allows the starter-generator,
main fuel control, and several smaller accessories to be placed close to the
engine centerline. Also at 6 o'clock there is a pylon through which the power take-
off shaft (PTO), compressor geometry actuator, and all fuel, oil and electrical
lines pass. The engine cross section, Figure 32, provides the qualitative detail
of the duct. Figure 44 provides a more detailed description of the accessory
fairing shape.
The length of the by-pass duct has been determined by trade-off studies considering
both duct internal ane, nacelle external factors. Specifically, as the duct is









® Sound Suppression Treatment
Figure 44. QCGAT Nacelle - Lower Half.
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cowl boattail closure and radius of curvature are independent of duct length, the
boattail should have no influence on optimum duct length. As the design must
provide a smooth flowpath from the by-pass nozzle to the end of Oe primary
nozzle, the shorter the fan duct, the longer will be the scrubbed length of the core
waist cowl.
Figure 45 presents the relative net thrust available at 10.7 km (35, 000 feet) and
0.7 Mach number as a function of duct length. The figure indicates that overall
engine performance improves as the duct is shortened. However, as the duct is
shortened below a length of 101.6 cm (40 in), measured from fan case forward
flange, the throat area interferes with the accessory fairing and nonsymmetric
bluff base forms at 6 o'clock. Available base pressure data indicates that a base
pressure coefficient (C p) of approximately 0. 15 is appropriate at 0.7 Mach
number. As can be seen in Figure 45, this causes a severe reduction in available
net thrust. The aerodynamic optimum length shown on the figure is the shortest
length with no bluff base. However, smooth closure of the nacelle and packaging
of nozzle actuators require the nozzle throat to move slightly aft of the aero-
dynafinic optimum. This is shown as the system optimum length at which 0.6%a of
available thrust is lost to create a viable, aerodynamically acceptable system
design.
Because the duct loss is composed of diffusion, friction, and irregularities (step-
gaps) the total loss is a function of the duct length and diffuser area ratio. Length
by the tradeoff shown on Figure 45 was established at 134.6 cm (53.0 in). As
area ratio increases, diffusion loss increases. However, increased diffusion
results in lower duct Mach number, which leads to 'lower friction losses and step-
gap losses.
Figure 46 illustrates this tradeoff is pressure loss as a function of duct diffuser
area ratio. The diffucer design point area ratio of 1.35 is slightly greater than
the minimum to provide for any, flight conditions that may result in high corrected
flows. The increment of pressure loss is insignificant.
The resulting axial area distribution shown on Figure 47 is generally smooth for
both cruise and takeoff nozzle positions. Figure 48 presents average flow Mach
number and wall static pressure distributions correbponding to the area distribu-
tion of Figure 47.
Favorable experience with the TF34-GE-100 fan nozzle has led to the use
of a 15 degree core waist-cowl angle on t?:e T700 QCGAT engine. This design
provides the shortest possible cowl length consistent with low risk of premature
separation of the fan discharge flow from the cowl. The TF34-GE-100 originally
utilized a 10 degree cowl angle, but this was increased to provide additional core
nozzle suppression which had favorable cycle performance characteristics.
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1.02
A two-position, translating conic, annulnr plug nozzle is used. The outer wall to
formed by a translating cone with a trailing edge angle of 15 degrees. The inner
wall forme the plug pordon and creates rapid convergence with the raised portion
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Figure 47. By-Pass Duct Characteristics - Axial
Area Distribution.
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The experimental program plan describes the content, scope, schedules, cost
estimate and risk assessment of a test engine specifically produced to demonstrate
the performance, acoustical level, and emission level of the flight type production
engine, previously described under the Engine Preliminary Design phase.
The test engine configuration, which differs in detail from the production engine, is
also described. These differences will not compromise the objectives of the
experimental program.
ENGINE CONFIGURATION
The experimental engine cross section is sho%vtt in Fig r<, 50. The principat
objective of this engine design is to demonstrate the acoustical and emission
levols as well as the performance characteristics of the production (flight type)
engine. Accordingly, the design of the inner nacelle flow path includes alight
type acoustical panels, front fan production design aerodynamics and the fan
reduction gear box (also representing flight type production design).
Referring to Figure 50, the accessory gearbox (AGB) can be seen located at top
rather than at the bottom as it would be on the flight type production engine, (see
Figure 32 in the previous section). This accessory gearbox top location was
chosen to enable the conventional T700-GE-700 engine AGE to be used. However,
the flow passage obstruction for the production AGB is maintained, as is its
location relative to the power takeoff shaft. This may be seen by referring to top
view of Figure 51 and comparing it to bottom view of power takeoff and AGB
location.
The fan nozzle (top view of Figure 51) is shown with an identical profile and aero
flow path as the production design. Moreover, the axial motion from closed to
open duplicates the production design. The actuators are externally mounted,
see bottom view of Figure 50 to enable ready access during installation, rigging,
and testing.
The standard T700-GE-700 core engine is used with the same low pressure turbine
flowpath, The LP turbine blade and vane airfoils are modified the same o,.,s the


























































































It can be seen in Figure 50 that Cie cowl may be replaced by two test bellmouths.
The longer design represents the test cell bellmouth which is to be instrumented
for engine performance testing. The shorter test bellmouth profile represents the
actual cowl profile and contains acoustical panels permitting factory testing (with-
out instrumentation) as well as the test in the outdoor acoustical facility.
The following list of componet'i'ts represent flight type hardware. Some of the
parts represent the identical foil section as the flight design, but have different
materials, e.g. the fan rotor blades are titanium. These materials, however, are
flight type hardware and could be used in a final flight engine design. The fan exit
gu!de vanes also are a different material, aluminum, which could be a final flight
engine design.
Fan Rotor	 Production engine aero design, except titanium blades.
Fan Exit Guide Vanes	 Production engine aero design, except aluminum vanes.
Fan Frame
	
Production engine flowpath, except frame fabricated.
Far,  Casing	 Production engine flowpath design, except mat errial will
be aluminum.
Reduction Gear	 Production engine design.
Power Takeoff	 Production engine design, except drive shaft longer to
mate with AGB.
LP Turbine	 Production engine design.
Core Engine	 T700-GE-700 core engine (CT7 will have been certified).
Fuel Control	 T700-GE-700 engine control and fuel pump.
VG Actuation	 Core engine linkage and actuator are flight type,
connecting linkage for experimental testing only.
Acoustical Treatment 	 Production engine design.
Lube Pump	 Production engine design.
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The following components will be designed specifically for the experimental test
program and to minimize program costs.
AGB
	
T700-GE-700 turboshaft unit will be used mounted on
top of fan frame.
Lube Tank	 Sheet metal tank, not configured to fit into flight nacelle,
will be provided.
Oil Cooler	 Cell water coolers will be provided instead of air-oil
cooler imegral with fan frame.
Nacelle	 Saone internal aero flowpath design a,, production engine,
but without external surfaces and made of aluminum.
Fan Nozzle	 Same aero design as production engine, with area change
actuation, heavier construction than flight design.
Piping and valves for combustor sector burning will demonstrate required emissions,
but will not be final design hardware (combustor is flight type) .
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The program scope includes design, fabrication (hardware procurement), component
and engine testing to demonstrate performance, emissions acoustics, and mechanical
integrity.
Design
The design effort involves all design aspects required to add a geared fan to the
T700-GE-700 core engine and to attach a nacelle and (adjustable) nozzle to the front
fan frame for both factory and outdoor facility testing. Adapting the T700 AGB,
controls and accessories to the redesigned PTO shaft will be acomplished for test
purposes.
Hardware Procurement
Hardware procurement of the unique components described above will begin with
the early release of parts having long lead times especially the rough forgings,
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castings, and fan reduction gear bearings. A list of the unique hardware and the







Nac,°alle, Cowl, Exhaust Nozzle 1
Ex`ttwist Tailpipe 1
LP "turbine, Stage 1 and 2 Blades 1-1/2
LP Turbine, Stage 2 Nozzle 1-1/2
Unique Miscellaneous Hardware 1
Lube and Scavenge Pump 1 (unit)
Belimouth 2 (units)
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Figure 52 shows the program schedule. The schedule assumes go-ahead to occur
July 1, 1976 - with shipment of engine to NASA on December 31, 1978. The
program is planned to provide Design Release of critical hardware within the
first three months on a priority basis. The long lead items such as blade and
gear forgings will be released within the first month; then castings and fan gear
reduction bearings a week or two later, and so on, to assure that all hardware
will be received no later than the 16th month after go-.ahead.
Since the same fan reduction gear which is to be used in component testing is to be
later used in engine tests, the schedule is planned to complete component tests in
the last quarter of 1977 with engine factory tests completed in the second quarter
of 1978. This allows for a four month cycle to ship engine to Outdoor Facility in
Peebles, Ohio, for acoustic testing (running the tests) and returning a*4,gfne to
factory. This permits a two month time period for the partial teardt ywn and
inspection of engine and minor reconditioning for prep-to-ship to NASA.
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DES I GN RELEASE
FRONT FAN & FRAME, FAN REDUCTION GEAR,
NACELLE, COWL, EXHAUST NOZZLE & TAIL PIPES,
LP TURBINE PARTS
HARDWARE PROCUREMENT
FRONT FAN & FRAME, FAN REDUCTION GEAR,
NACELLE, COWL, EXHAUST NOZZLE & TAIL PIPES,
LP TURBINE PARTS
SYSTEM DESIGN, EVALUATION & SUPPORT
COMPONENT TESTING
- COMBUSTOR, EMISSIONS
- FAIN REDUCTION GEAR, BLADEIVANE VIB TEST
ENGINE TESTING
- ASSEMBLY AND INSTRUMENTATION
- FACTORY CHECKOUT RUN (10 HOURS)
- FACTORY PERFORMANCE & EMISSIONS (50 HOURS)
- OUTDOOR FACILITY-NOISE MEASUREMENT (20 HOURS)
- FACTORY PREP-TO-SHIP CHECKOUT (10 HOURS)
SHIP ENGINE TO NASA
Figure 52. QCGAT Experimental Engine Program Schedule.
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COMPONENT TESTS
Three component tests are scheduled:
1. Fan Reduction Gear Test.
2. Combustor Emission Test.
3. Fan Blade Vibration Testing.
Fan Gear Reduction Test
Test will be run at General Electric (Evendale, Ohio) facility. A drive stand will
be modified to accept the gear reduction unit, (see Figure 53). Loading will be
accomplished by having the gear set drive a water brake. After installing the
instrumentation, the gear reduction unit will be tested both at light load and with
full load.
Instrumentation of Gearset
The following instrumentation will be installed:
1. Temperature:
Bearing inner races (Star Gears).
Lube oil in and out.
Bearing outer races (Fan Drive Shaft).








Suitable noise measuring instrument.
6. Monitor:

































Initiate test with lobe oil flow check. Initially start unit and rotate slowly while
listening for abnormal sounds. Gradually baring unit up to 10% spend. Gradually
apply light load (approximately 10% of full load). Note temperatures readouts and
stay at light load point for 15 minutes or until temperatures stabilize. Increase
speed gradually to 20% speed, etc., up to and including 110% speed„ Remove from
test and partially disassemble for visual inspection.
Full Load Test
Initiate test as in Light Load Test except that speed and then torque load are step
increased in 10% increments from 10% to 110% of rated speed,






6. Oil Flow Rate
7. Horizontal Vibration
8. Vertical Vibration
Gear Looth contact pattern checks will be taken after 30%, 60%, and 110% speed
data runs.
Assurance Test (20 Hours)
This short test is to be conducted to verify the flight type integrity of the gear
set without affecting its remaining life. The testing cycle aelected represents a








Full Power and Takeoff Speed
85% Power and Climb Speed
70% Power and Cruise Speed
30% Power and Descent Speed
TOTAL
Repeat cycle 10 times, totalling 20 hours.
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Combustor Sector Burning Emissions Test
Both visible emissions (smoke) and non visible emissions (gases, CO, CO2, NO,
NO 2) will be measured on a combustor component stand in accordance with ARP
1179 and ARP1256, smoke and gaseous emission procedures and EPA Federal
Register Vol. 38 No. 136 Part II (July 17, 1973) Control of Air Pollution From
Aircraft and Aircraft Engines, Emission Standards and Test Procedures.
Using system analysis cycle data, set combustor inlet conditions representing
the 4 power settings:
1. Idle, from cycle data
2. Takeoff, 100% rated power
3. Climb Out, 90% rated power
4. Approach, 30% rated power
With conventional T700 combustor and fuel system, take smoke em i ssions and
gaseous emission samples, analyze and compare with EPA standards.
With modified fuel supply system, explore sector burning and emissions together
with exhaust temperattire gradients. Analyze samples as before and compare with
EPA standards.
If results are not as expected (better than standards) explore sector burning
with other combinations of fuel nozzles.
Fan Blade and Vibration Testing
Component Bench Tests will be run on:
1. Fan Blades
2. Fan exit guide vanes
3. Core inlet deswirl vanes
Vibration frequency checks (nondestructive) will be run on all fan blades and a
large sample of vanes, approximately 30 of each, to establish design and
manufacturing consistency over the full range of operating speeds.
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Stress Distributions (nondestructive) will be run on one sample of fan blade and of
fan outlet guide vane by strain gagii,g various sections including base and root
portion to determine and effects during both steady state and vibratory conditions.
Fatigue tests (destructive tests) will be run on four fan blades, six exit guide vanes,
and six core inlet deswirl vanes to assure predicted margin over operating range
of fan and engine.
ENGINE TESTS
The experimental engine will be tested at the Lynn, Massachusetts, facility for
aeromechanical data and performance, mechanical integrity, smoke and gas
emissions.
Facility Modification
These will consist of preparing a factory cell to accept and test the QCGRT
Experimental Engine including its nacelle. The following list covers the cell
modification and required test facilities:
1. Engine mounting dolly.
2. Bellmouth, screen, brackets.
9. Throttle actuation system.
4. Under cowl fire protection.
5. Exhaust adaptor.
6. Cell inlet modification blower added.
7. Air start system.
8. Electrical }umpe%,'s and harnesses.
9. Noses, tubing and fittings.
10. Electrical actuators (4) and motor
drive.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation will include front fan blade rotating strain gages and slip ring
assembly to measure vibratory stress levels in fan blades. Strain gages in fan
outlet guide vanes and in core deswirl blades will b® installed tomeasure their vibratory
stress levels. Fan inlet and exhaust rakes and core engine Inlet rakes will be
installed to measure fan performance and fan plus engine performance. The
pressure, temperature, and vibratory instrumentation required for component and
engine performance will be installed. The list of instrumentation is as follows:
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Front Fan Inetrumentation 	 Engine Operational Instrumentation
Rotating Strain Gaged (12)
Static Strain Gages (20)
Inlet Rakes (4)
Discharge Rakes (4)
Inlet Rakes to Core (4)
Vibration Pickups (8)
Pressure Measurements, Kulites (12)
Slip Ring Assembly and Adaptor
Clearanceom eters, Fan Blade Tip (2 at 905
Traverse Actuators and Probes (3)




Inlet Screen Thermocouples (40)




Fxhaust Nozzle Position Indicator
Skin Thermocouples (20)




Vibration Pickups and Installation (6)
Factory Check Out Run
After engine has been installed in its test cell and instrumentation completed, it
will be run to check out facility, instrumentation, and engine's mechanical
operation. Approximately 10 engine test hours are expected to be run for this
teat.
Front Fan Aeromechanical and Engine F.^rformance Tests
The most sensitive instrumentation is the rotating strain gage and the slip ring
assembly and readout. Consequently, this part of the test will be conducted first.
Although the emphasis is on the front fan and its instrumentation, other data
including fan reduction gear operation and engine performance will also be recorded
concurrently.
Speed Lines: Operate engine at 60, 70, 80, 85, 90, 95, and 100 % speed. Gather
data (5 points) at each speed representing five different fan exhaust area settings.
Traversing: Operate engine at 85, 90, 95, and 100°x6 speed (including design point).
Take aerodynamic; profile at fan discharge, fan inlet, and at core inlet.
This data will provide information on the aeromechanical performance of the fan
as well as the engine ' s performance.
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Analysis of the data will determine the following parametars:
1. Fan stall lime (actual or In heated),
2. Fan efficiency.
3. Fan pressure ratio.
4. Fan and engine airflow.
5. Fan blade stress measur,:rnonto.
6. Fan, reduction gear, and engine vibrations.
7. Fan reduction gear mechanical assurance; e.g., temperatures,
vibrations, oil pressure within operational limits as determined on
component stand.
8. Engine thrust, SF::, operating 1 ine.
Estimated Performance Ratings
Referric ,s! to FSgure 54, note that the thrust versus fan inlet temperature curve
is not fuel flow 11mited as in flight engine curve. This demonstrates the engine's
full potential which ;s advantageous in an engine development program. Table 21
shows the experimental engine rating data with takeoff at the same T4.1 as hot
day. Compare this data with previous data shown in Tables 6 and 7.
EnWne Smoke and Gas Emission Test
Refer to Combustor Sector Burning Emission Test for required test rrocedure
specifications. Utilizing the exhaust smoke and gas probes, the engine will be
operated at four power settings.
1. Idle, from engine operation.
2. Takeoff, 100% rated power.
3. Climb out, 90% rated power.
4. Approach, 30% rated power.
With fuel supply (sector burning) system selected during combustor testing, take
smoke and gaseous emission samples, analyze and compare with EPA standards.
This testing is expected to consist of 50 engine test hours and completes the
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F
Figure 54. QCGAT Experimental Program Engine Estimated
Thrust vs Fan Inlet Temperature.
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TABLE 21, T700 QCGAT I'STIMATED PER I-X)RMA,tIr,E, IIA'r!NGS






Max Climb 9537	 (2144)
Max Cruise 8945	 (2011)
90% Max Cruise 8051
	
(1810)




























Install. the engine at Site IVD, Acoustic Arena, (see Figure 55) at the Peebles,
Ohio facility. Perform checkout run on engine to correlate performance with
factory. Take measurements at the following operating conditions.
Test No. 1: With acoustical panels installed and with microphones on towers,
operate fan engine from Idle to Maximum pc+ver in eight equal increments. Measure
fan speed and stabilize for approximately one minute. Take reading. Repeat
reading from maximum power to Idle in the same eight equal increments.
Test No. 2: With acoustical panels installed and with microphones located for
near fie',d testing, repeat Test No. 1.
Test No. 3 With solid panels installed, repeat Test No. 2.
Test No. 4: With solid panels installed, repeat Test No. 1.
This testing is expected to consist of 20 engine test hours and completes the
outdoor testing.
Factory Prep-to-Ship Checkout
After engine is returned to the factory, it will be subjected to pa tial teardown
and inspection. It is expected that minor replacements of parts will restore the
engine to its original condition, after which a performance verification run will
be made (approximately ten engine test hours) and the engine will them be shipped
to NASA.
F SK ASSESSMENT
Referring to the risk assessment summary in Table 22, it can be seen that all
pof:ential problem categories are classified as low risk !indicated by "L" in the table).
This, of course, was an objective in planning the experimental engine program.
These low risk assessments are based upon the aeromechanical performance
predictability of the combination of having a developed core engine (T700-GE-700)
together with scaled and proven unique parts (e.g. fan and reduction gear scaled
from QCSEE). The required emission and acoustics levels of acceptability,
moreover, will have been achieved prior to engine testing. For example, the com-
bustor component test will optimize emissions - the QCSEE noise data will be avail-
able to optimize acoustics. The notes and comments referenced in the Recovery
Action column of Table 22 briefly explain the straightforward corrective action to be
taken in the zvent that an unexpecte 9 problem should arise.
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SPHERE OF 46m (152 ft. ) RADIUS
69P 54' 79' 50' _ 9A— - 10' 110' 21'
59° 27'	 120 33'
49° 12'	 130° 40'
38° 51'	 '	 1410 9'
	
0	 12m (40 ft.) H I GH M I CROPHONE TOWERS	 o28 19'
	 ROUND ANGLE FOR SeHER I CAL ANGLES	 `'' 151 41'
0	 OF 20 THRU 10 IN 10 INTERVALS
	17 12	 1	 162 48
ENGINE AXI S 4m (13 ft. )
ABOVE GROUND PLANE
INLET	 EXHAUST
Figure 55. Plan View of Peebles Site IV D Acoustic Areria.
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TABLE 22. CJGAT E)CPF:RDIVI'i'AI, MIME It 1,K ASSESSMENT
PROM,
POTENTIAL	 SOURCE Or	 TVCII. SC"IIEiN'I.E
	 COSJ'	 OF	 RECOVERY
PROBLEM	 =OVERY	 CONSEQUENCES RISK	 IMPACT	 IMPACT OCCUR. AC'T'ION
1, PERFORMANCE f)EFICiFNT
1.	 L	 L	 (1)
1,	 i,	 (1)
L	 I,	 L	 (2)
I,	 1.	 11	 (3)
I.	 11	 1.	 Select blades
for frequency
1,	 I,	 L	 Apply windage
baffles
L	 1.	 L	 Refine balance, or
control bearing
clearance.
6, MADE TtP AND/OR	 Engine Toot with	 Clearance Li-	 1.	 L	 11	 L	 (4)
SISAL HUBS	 Sector Burning	 C;waee
7, NON-FLIGHT DESIGN	 Engine 'rest	 Redesign	 L	 L	 11	 11
COMPONEFi'S
Long PTO Sliaft,T700 AGII
Oil Cooler , OIi 'rand,
Actuator o
8, LOW PRESS111IF, 1, 1111-	 Engine Test	 Miss rbrform-	 11	 1,	 L	 (fi)
RINE AiRFOiLS	 once
0. SINGLE ENGINE	 Engine Test	 fy?lay in Schedule,	 L	 11	 11	 L	 (6)
PROGRAM	 Inomased Cost
Note (1) Performance deficiency could be due to low componen o perfornia nce or due to high losses In nacelle and nozzle. Operate
core at hiWwr turbine temperature, Predicted performance for experimental engine includes margin for component
performance variations,
Note (2) Emissions exceeding goals could be ode to fuel sector schedule, Fix by changing number of operating fuel nozzles,
Note (3) Because of noise data availability for QCSEE, probability of occurrence is wry low, Acoustic treatment surface area could
be increased.
Note (4) Increase clearance in ama whom tub occurs by either reduced blade or seal diameter or "elliptical" machining of stator parts.
Note (G) Modifications to LPT airfoils will consist of small changes to airfoil stagger angles and camber to adopt to turbofan flow and
RPM differences from tueboahaft engine, Experience with'r7oo, Tr34, CFO, TF39 LP Turbines makes this very low risk.
Note (6) T700-700 Development program has adequate high time test experience on 12 engines to insure that a single engine QCGAT
program Is ver;< low risk.
a,	 SFC Engine Test Miss SVC Goddl	 11
I),
	 Thrust,Tost Engine'rest Mlss vnrust Goal	 1,
21	 EMISSIONS TOO IIIGII
Combustor Sector Test Comb. Stand hil ►s Emission Cloal	 L
3,	 N01 1;E LEVEL TT00IIIGII Outdoor Engine Test bliss Nolte+ Goal	 1,
4,	 FAN BLADE AERO- Lab Blade Frequency Tump. Restriction on	 T,
FLASTIC: INS`rABILrrY Check Engine Opuration
6,	 FAN GEAR REDUCTION
OPERATTNG DEFICiENCY
a,	 Temperature Risc Component 'Pest Modification Ite-	 I,
qul red




J. C. Hardin, et al,: PREDICTION OF AIRCRAFT NOISE, NASA TN-D-7821,
February 1978.
2. Advanced Engineerir g, and Technology Programs Department, General Electric
Co., QCSEE PREY. ,. IMTV ARY ANALYSES AND DESIGN REPORT, Volume I,
NASA CRI34838 N.1S'e' " awls Research Center, General Electric Company
Report No. R74AEG a`7 ft, October 197,1.
3. Advanced Engineering and Technology Programs Department, General Electric
Co. QCSEE PRELIMINARY ANALYSES AND DESIGN REPORT, Volume 11,
NASA CRI34839 NASA Lewis Research Center, General Electric Company
Report No. R74AEG479, October 1974.
4. Advanced Engineering and Technology Programs Department, General Electric
Co.: AERODYNAMIC AND PRELIMINARY DESIGN OF THE QCSEE OTW FAN,




Net thrust, fuel flow and airflow are shown as functions of Mach number, and
specific fuel consumption (SFC in Ib/hp hr) as a function of net thrust on Figures
56 through 76. The performance curves are given at altitudes from sea level to
40, 000 ft in increments of 10, 000 ft. Each figure includes six part power settings.
Sea level ant: 10, 000 ft also have takeoff power.
Table 23 gives the engine performance parameters at altitudes from sea level to
45, 000 ft in 5, 000 ft increments. At each altitude, the engine performance is given
at Mach numbers, within the flight envelope, ire increments of 0. 1. The nomencla-
ture used in the performance tables is defined as follows:
Computer
Readout Nomenclature Units
26 ALT Altitude ft
27 ZXM Aircraft Mach Number ---
351 TAMB Ambient Temperature OR
279 PAMB Ambient Pressure psia
42 T1 Inlet Total Temperature OR
41 P1 Inlet Total Pressure psia
31 FN Net Thrust lbs
35 SFC Specific Fuel Consumption (lb/hr)/Ib
183 FG8 Core Gross Thrust lb
182 FG28 Bypass Gross Thrust lb
37 FRAM Ram Drag lb
793 WFT Fuel Flow lb/hr
420 W1 Inlet Airflow lb/sec
56 BPR Bypass Ratio ---
316 XNF Fan RPM rpm
298 XNH Gas Generator RPM rpm
23 A28 Bypass Exhaust Nozzle Area in2
1166 XV8 Core Exhaust Velocity ft/sec
1167 XV28 Bypass Exhaust Velocity ft/sec
272 P8 Core Exhaust Total Pressure psia
275 P28 Bypass Exhaust Total Pressure psia
44 T8 Core Exhaust Total Temperature OR
45 T28 Bypass Exhaust Total Temperature OR
352 T45 Power Turbine Inlet Total Temperature OR
416 W8 Core Exhaust Airflow lb/sec
415 W28 Bypass Exhaust Airflow lb/sec
6 P C Power Setting ---
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Figure 56. GE T700 QCGAT-Net Thrust vs, Mach Number at Sea Level.
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Figure 57. GE T700 QCGAT - SFV vs. Net Thrust at Sea Level.
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Figure 61. GE T700 QCGAT SFC VS. Net  Thrust at 10,000 Ft.
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Figure 67. GE T700 QCGAT - Airflow vs. Mach Number at 20, 000 Ft.
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Figure 68. GE T700 QCGAT - Net Thrust vs. Mach Number at 30, 000 Ft.
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FYqure 69. GE T700 QCGAT - SW vs. Net Thrust at 30, 000 Ft.
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Figure 70. GE T700 QCGAT - Fuel Flow vs, Mach Number at 30, 000 Ft.
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Figure 72. GE T700 QCGAT - Net Thrust vs. Mach Number at 40, 000 Ft.
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Figure 73. GE T700 QCGAT - SFC vs. Net Thrust at 40, 000 Ft.
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